January 12, 2022
Jan Lesher
Acting County Administrator
130 West Congress Street, 10th Floor
Tucson, Arizona 85701
Re: Development Report
Ms. Lesher:
This letter serves as our periodic update on Mosaic Quarter. In this update, we focus on the redesign of Mosaic Quarter
Iceplex (MQ Iceplex), a unique community engagement initiative with Arizona Hockey, the addition of Mosaic Quarter
Sportsplex (MQ Sportsplex), the selection of our first public art partner and community engagement activities.
MQ Iceplex Redesign
Although certain details were revealed within our November 6, 2021 update, on December 3, 2021 Knott Development and
the University of Arizona held a joint press conference to detail the relocation of Arizona Hockey to MQ Iceplex. In order
to provide a public record of the MQ Iceplex details revealed during the press conference, this update highlights the
redesigned aspects of MQ Iceplex and certain elements of our partnership with UArizona and the Wildcat Hockey program.
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Sitting at Mosaic Quarter’s center, MQ Iceplex takes the development role of visual focal point, shedding a more customary
utilitarian aesthetic and adopting one of architectural prominence. Its function matches the impact of its design. MQ Iceplex
includes 2 community-focused rinks, a stadium rink, 15 locker rooms, 2 party rooms, a full-service restaurant, general
concession stands and a 5,000 square foot combination pro shop and team store. With approximately 200,000 square feet
of amenities, MQ Iceplex is the home of Southern Arizona ice sports.
As a part of its relocation, Arizona Hockey operations will occupy the eastern side of MQ Iceplex, with dedicated locker
rooms for all teams, film review facilities, coaches’ offices, flex space and, of course, a highly uncomfortable visiting team
locker room. As previously announced by UArizona, as a part of its partnership with MQ Iceplex, Arizona Hockey will
expand beyond the ACHA Division I men’s team and add an ACHA Division II men’s team, ACHA Division I women’s
team as well as an adaptives-focused sled hockey team. We could not be more pleased to provide UArizona and Arizona
Hockey with a facility that meets its current and expansion needs.

MQ Iceplex, Ground Level Plan – a larger version of this plan is attached as Exhibit A

MQ Iceplex will also serve as the home of the Junior Roadrunners Youth Hockey Association, the Tucson Adult Hockey
League and a regional advanced supplemental travel youth hockey league. In addition, MQ Iceplex will host an annual series
of nationally marketed youth hockey tournaments and provide an array of learn to skate, learn to play, figure skating and
hockey skills clinic programs. MQ Iceplex is, by any definition, a community ice facility.
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UArizona has exclusive rights to the MQ Iceplex stadium rink. The stadium rink seats 3,000 guests, including club and
unique concourse seating options. The concourse level features full-service concession stands and sufficient concourse area
to display and sell Wildcat Hockey and UArizona-related merchandise. MQ Iceplex’s restaurant, sitting directly beneath
the concession area, serves as MQ Iceplex’s primary club seating option. Retractable glass doors open the restaurant directly
to the stadium rink, capturing all the live action and sounds of Wildcat Hockey. UArizona also has options to provide
university-related recreational programming within the stadium rink, including, without limitation, student open skates,
hockey camps and clinics sponsored by the Arizona Hockey staff, intramural hockey leagues and other UArizona-sposored
ice events.

MQ Iceplex, Concourse Level Plan – a larger version of this plan is attached as Exhibit B

MQ Iceplex Environmental Sustainability.
Given the drought conditions facing the Southwest, Knott Development has been uniquely concerned with MQ Iceplex
water usage. It does not escape us that MQ Iceplex requires substantial ice production capabilities that could draw heavily
on natural resources. I’m pleased to announce that MQ Iceplex includes the engineering capability to avoid using the public
water system for ice production. As we further refine the filtration and storm water retention systems and their
implementation, we look forward to providing more specific updates on this vitally important aspect of MQ Iceplex.
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MQ Iceplex Community Outreach Programming.
Our relationship with Arizona Hockey at MQ Iceplex does not end with games and practices. It extends to our site-based
philanthropic effort, the Mosaic Foundation. As described in more detail within our November 6, 2021 update, the Mosaic
Foundation’s mission and goal are simple, yet simultaneously ambitious – we aim to break down all barriers to participation
within Pima County youth sports.
As a part of executing on this mission, I’m pleased to announce a collaboration between the Mosaic Foundation and Arizona
Hockey:

Within this outreach program, the Mosaic Foundation will fund “field trips” for children of underserved communities to
spend time skating with Arizona Hockey players and coaches. It may sound mundane, but it’s incredibly impactful. When a
young child skates with an older hockey player, something special occurs. To see those little eyes dancing with excitement
as, what to them is, a gentle giant guides them across the ice, large hands holding smaller ones – it’s nothing less than
magical. I’ve seen it with my own son, as both the young child and now as the gentle giant. It happens nowhere else in sports,
but on the ice, with men and women hockey players, in places like MQ Iceplex. If you have never experienced it, I invite you
and the Board of Supervisors to join me beginning in August 2024. I will be there every single time. It is something not to
be missed.
Having planned Skate With Us! as a part of our original proposal to the County, Knott Development’s engagement with
school districts and their supporting foundations was intentionally designed to foster relationships that would culminate in,
among others, this specific program. The Mosaic Foundation’s organization of Skate With Us! events will benefit from this
existing and continuing community outreach. Working with school districts and their supporting foundations enables more
efficient and diverse participation throughout the County– maintaining our stated intention not to replace or replicate
existing resources, but to serve in a collaborative manner. As Knott Development and the Mosaic Foundation cultivate
additional philanthropic relationships within the County, those will further enhance the participation levels within, and
benefits associated with, Skate With Us!
Skate With Us! events likewise enable the Mosaic Foundation to identify children who wish to, but for a myriad of reasons,
have been prevented from engaging in organized hockey or recreational skating programs. In the DC area, we have found
that without committed guidance and opportunity, grant-eligible children desirous of participating in athletics may never
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find their way to an activity, thus completely missing out on that moment of personal discovery. This is due primarily to the
lack of coordination specifically targeting and recruiting children from underserved communities. We seek to circumvent
and avoid that obstacle. Skate With Us! events are designed to increase the odds of every child finding their athletic home
at MQ Iceplex.
I am profoundly grateful to UArizona, Campus Recreation Director Troy Vaughn, Arizona Hockey Head Coach Chad
Berman and the Wildcat Hockey players for their support of Skate With Us! As a collective, we know we will impact the
lives of thousands of Pima County and Southern Arizona youth.
Mosaic Quarter Sportsplex.
In our November 6, 2021 update, we made reference to an additional anchor element – MQ Sportsplex. Based on the
volume of non-basketball and non-volleyball athletic groups seeking access to Mosaic Quarter Field House (MQ Field
House) and the scope of their desired facility usage, adding MQ Sportsplex was a prudent decision. In addition, MQ
Sportsplex offers an opportunity to supplement MQ Field House’s tournament capabilities. On the one hand, when
tournaments fill MQ Field House weekend time slots, MQ Sportsplex is capable of taking on a robust schedule represented
by local athletic organizations. Alternatively, the combination of MQ Field House and MQ Sportsplex enables Mosaic
Quarter to seek an expanded range of large-scale, national athletic tournaments customarily reserved for larger
metropolitan statistical areas. MQ Sportsplex provides ultimate flexibility to develop Mosaic Quarter operations and
enhance the economic development prospects associated with youth travel sports.
We’re pleased to present the initial rendering of our construction plan for MQ Sportsplex.

MQ Sportsplex, Julian Wash Elevation – a larger version of this rendering is attached as Exhibit C
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Mosaic Quarter Public Art.
One aspect that defines the character of a development plan is meaningful integration with the local community. This can
be accomplished through, for example, philanthropy or local organizational relationships. However, I am steadfast in the
belief that public art is a medium through which community and culture connect to facilities and programming. Public art
reflects a developer’s relationship with the community, how a development engenders a sense of place within that
community, and the artist’s unique interpretation of the linkage between community and structure. It is with these concepts
in mind that we are thoughtfully engaging in public art opportunities.
We are excited to announce that Mosaic Quarter has committed to the Ben’s Bells Project as our initial public art partner.

The inclusionary effects associated with public art blend well together with the developmental, operational, communityfocused and philanthropic tenets of Mosaic Quarter. But what distinguishes public art for us in the development of Mosaic
Quarter is the unique association of where it is installed, how it is made and what it means.
Ben’s Bells Project will be installing customized art displays within MQ Field House, on the MQ Iceplex event plaza and at
MQ Sportsplex. In each instance, a different medium of artful interpretation, and reminders, of kindness will be utilized.
Together, the permanent displays will enmesh Mosaic Quarter with another aspect of the Tucson area community and
serve as a demonstrable reminder of one element that makes Pima County unique.
At the MQ Iceplex event plaza, Ben’s Bells Project will create large-scale versions of the traditional Ben’s Bell windchimes
to be hung from the exterior light poles. Taking the place of traditional banner signs, these customized windchimes will
extend the “kindness is fundamental” message espoused by the Ben’s Bells Project in an area of Mosaic Quarter that will be
frequented by thousands of Pima County residents and Mosaic Quarter guests each year. In addition, these windchimes
will add a novel, decorative flair to the MQ Iceplex event plaza.
Within MQ Field House, a customized mosaic mural will be created by the Ben’s Bells Project for display in the entrance
lobby. Spanning the entire side wall of the lobby, guests entering, proceeding to athletic events and entering the concession
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area will enjoy a visible reminder of the Ben’s Bells Project mission – “To teach individuals and communities about the
positive impacts of intentional kindness and to inspire people to practice kindness as a way of life.”

MQ Field House, Entrance Elevation, Location of Ben’s Bells Project Mosaic Mural – a larger version of this rendering is attached as Exhibit D

Below is a rendering of the MQ Field House mosaic mural “canvas” committed by Mosaic Quarter to the Ben’s Bells Project.
The mosaic mural’s placement is marked in magenta. We are overjoyed that each resident and tourist attending a practice,
game or event will be able to reflect upon and enjoy the vision of kindness represented by the Ben’s Bells Project and the
overall Pima County community. We can think of no better way to enter our facility.

MQ Field House, Entrance Lobby Cross Section, Location of Ben’s Bells Project Mosaic Mural – a larger version of this rendering is attached as Exhibit E
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Outside of MQ Sportsplex, Mosaic Quarter will include an additional installation of public art created by the Ben’s Bells
Project. Diversifying mediums, Ben’s Bells Project will adorn the MQ Sportsplex entrance promenade with steppingstones
created from “be kind” artwork submitted by local children. By doing so, Mosaic Quarter further embraces a vibrant example
of the Tucson area’s personality. Below are past examples of Ben’s Bells steppingstones.

Working with the Ben’s Bells Project provides an opportunity to satisfy the third aspect of our belief in public art’s
distinguishing traits – how it is made. In each case, Ben’s Bells Project will work with the local community, children and adults
alike, to create and install the MQ Field House mosaic mural, MQ Iceplex event plaza windchimes and MQ Sportsplex
steppingstones. This is another part instance where Knott Development’s long-planned and presently executed community
outreach and engagement work intersects with Mosaic Quarter’s facilities. We will be working with Ben’s Bells Project in
conjunction with local school districts and their supporting foundations to identify children to volunteer time to create
portions of the MQ Field House mosaic mural and the MQ Sportsplex steppingstones. In addition, Knott Development
and Ben’s Bells Project will identify adult volunteers to fabricate and decorate the MQ Iceplex event plaza windchimes and
to install all three public art exhibitions. In this collective manner, Mosaic Quarter’s public art starts where it should – with a
commitment to a local community organization, transitioning to local children providing artistic inspiration and ending with
local adult volunteers installing an element of the community fabric that will envelop Mosaic Quarter.
As a firm, we feel privileged to partner with the Ben’s Bells Project as the first Mosaic Quarter public art creator. But there
is also a personal aspect to my desire to work with the organization. My children were fortunate to attend an Episcopal
school in the DC area and where I was privileged to serve on the board of trustees. In addition to providing a wonderful
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education, their school taught life lessons and espoused the development of a moral compass based on a single, simple
motto – Be Kind. I do not take the coincidence of a shared institutional ethos lightly. As an individual transitioning to
permanent Tucson residency, I can think of no better way to begin my service to the community by working with an
organization that promotes a manner of living that has immensely benefitted my children. The linkage, for me, is incredibly
strong.
Community Engagement – Regional Organization Outreach.
As in previous reporting periods, we continue to actively engage with, and support, community groups, school districts,
nonprofit organizations and local businesses and developers to emmesh Mosaic Quarter within all aspects of the Pima
County community. Foer the benefit of Mosaic Foundation and premised on gaining additional statewide exposure to, and
coordination with, inter-regional philanthropic organizations, Knott Development held an initial meeting with
representatives of the Arizona Grant Makers Forum. The Forum is a statewide philanthropic network that connects,
educates and advocates for the benefit of nonprofit organizations to increase their impact.
In addition to the Grant Makers Forum, Knott Development met with the Mexican Consulate in Tucson. As a result of this
meeting, we are working with the Consulate to create a formal working plan with Mosaic Quarter to serve as a part of the
Consulate’s Sports Activation Initiative. The Sports Activation Initiative would serve as a method to work with the Consulate
to better introduce Mosaic Quarter to the local Hispanic community in a manner similar to the Consulate’s other Initiatives
– Health, Education and Financial Advisory. In addition to introducing Mosaic Quarter, our work with the Consulate under
the Sports Activation Initiative includes expanding Mosaic Foundation’s footprint within the local Hispanic community.
Community Engagement – Local Organizational Outreach.
Recently, we had the pleasure of presenting Mosaic Quarter’s development plan to SARSEF. Our goal for the meeting
was to identify opportunities for collaboration and to provide support for SARSEF’s programming. Following our meeting,
Knott Development was invited, along with members of its development team, to participate in the Racing the Sun’s career
day to share some of the engineering that is a part of the Mosaic Quarter’s anchor elements with high school students.
During November, we had the opportunity to discuss Mosaic Quarter’s facilities with representatives of the YMCA of
Southern Arizona. During our initial meeting we focused on understanding the needs and opportunities associated with the
YMCA’s present offerings as well as assisting it with expanding their indoor sports offerings. We anticipate meeting again
during the upcoming reporting period to further refine available areas of collaboration and to determine a method of
working together for the benefit of Pima County’s residents.
Community Engagement – Educational Outreach.
During November, we held additional meetings with the school district leadership of Vail. These meetings focused more
specifically on opportunities where Mosaic Quarter could assist and support after school athletics and enrichment programs.
We continue to communicate with each of the school districts that have indicated a desire to partner with Mosaic Quarter
and look forward to releasing additional details over the coming months as these meetings and plans progress.
Individual Supervisor Meetings.
Now having passed the 6-month mark of our predevelopment process, a large volume of work and alterations to the Mosaic
Quarter development plan have occurred since the approval of our Development Agreement on July 6. As such,
simultaneously with the publication of this update, I am contacting each member of the Board of Supervisors to offer
individualized update meetings. It is my intention that these meeting not only provide an opportunity to discuss Mosaic
Quarter’s development plan progress and specific changes to anchor elements, but to afford each Supervisor the chance
to make inquiries based on district-specific concerns. Because our predevelopment work accelerates in both pace and
volume during the remaining portion of the predevelopment period, I will likewise be contacting each of the Supervisors to
offer monthly, interim updates.
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Thank you for the opportunity to detail Mosaic Quarter’s continued progress. As always, I welcome the occasion to discuss
these efforts in more detail with you, County staff or the Board of Supervisors.

Regards,

Frank Knott
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